MOTION PICTURES & TELEVISION: DIRECTING
FINAL QUICKSHEET

At your **FINAL REVIEW** you will be required to submit the following:

**ONLINE**

2. A PowerPoint introduction.

Online candidates must solely direct and work with a screenwriter as well as produce or co-produce **one of the following options** on one DVD-r:

- One short film, narrative or documentary. (7 -12 minutes not including credits) OR

- One short film, narrative (5 - 7 minutes not including credits) or documentary (5 - 7 minutes not including credits) and one music video or two spec commercials.

You can create the story alone but must co-write it with a student with a focus in screenwriting. **A story by credit for the director and screenplay by the screenwriter is recommended.**

Questions regarding this focus can be addressed to Eduardo Rufeisen, at ERufeisen@academyart.edu or (415) 618-6448.

**Shipping Address:**

Academy of Art University
School of Motion Pictures & Television
C/O Eduardo Rufeisen
Directing Final Review
79 New Montgomery
San Francisco, CA 94105

**Note:** Please obtain a tracking number or return receipt of delivery for your shipments.